1. Music by Electronics

Main goal is to create music electronics. With mercurial work pressure and stress, some form of entertainment will be useful. Well creating entertainment by implementing the concepts learnt will be exciting as well as intriguing. Here in this project, by using simple resistors and capacitors we can form Oscillators (RC Circuits) to form beats. Later interfacing using a simple Micro-controller and programming with a basic language with very simple codes can be develop depending on the difficulty level. Thus tunes can be made and played with your own circuits rather than instruments.

2. Paper Electronics

Tired of making sophisticated circuits, well paper electronics gives you another alternative. The main goal of this project is to make circuits on a paper. Well no special paper will be used rather conductive inks and conductive tape to make circuits on paper. Also use of spl paints or tape will be implemented in this concept. Complicated circuits can be broken down and made with ease. A challenging and a new concept to work on.